“After a lot of research and reading reviews of
different high speed cooking ovens we chose the
Merrychef eikon e2s and I have to say, it is worlds
apart from any other cooking equipment that
we’ve tried.”
Emma Woodcock, Area Manager at 200° Coffee

Coffee shop success story
"200° Coffee"
Fresh ideas, flexible ovens.

"200° Coffee"
Setting a new trend in service

Since 2016, the centre of Birmingham has been home to
the third site of the fast growing and hugely popular
independent coffee shop brand ‘200° Coffee’. Vintage
and quirky, with a unique relaxed feel, trendy décor and
low lighting, 200° Coffee certainly stands out amongst
the plethora of high street shops situated around it.
Initially founded in Nottingham by three friends
passionate about creating delicious coffee, their roast
house was born and began producing new aromatic
blends of home roasted coffee. Following the success of
supplying their own blends to local cafes, the next
natural stage was to open a coffee shop of their own in
their home town of Nottingham. Three years on and
200° Coffee has now expanded to five sites across the
Midlands and North of England. As Emma Woodcock,
Area Manager at 200° Coffee explains, the success of the
business is down to its unique offering:

“We feel that we have a real niche on the market. From
offering our own unique blends of coffee, our barista
school and fresh food, right down to our quick service
and mix of traditional and modern décor, 200° Coffee
doesn’t really compare to mainstream high street coffee
chains. It’s incredibly important to us that we offer our
customers something distinctive in such a competitive
market and our drive for providing a real ‘flavour’
experience in a relaxed environment has definitely
proved to be a success in our current sites.”
These unique selling points make 200° Coffee,
Birmingham, a popular destination for both new and
existing customers alike, from the start of breakfast
service at 6.30am right through until 8pm in the
evening. With the dedication to serving an on trend,
fresh and standout menu, Emma explains how their
food offering reflects this:

“We try to keep our breakfast and lunchtime menus
simple, very much standing by the ‘quality instead of
quantity’ ethos. Usually we offer sausage and bacon
baguettes, or filled croissants and pain au chocolats in
the morning. Then for lunch we do a selection of

ciabatta sandwiches and baguettes, sausage rolls, salads
and frittatas before end of service at 3pm where we
provide coffee and cakes until close.”
"Initially, we used a traditional Panini grill in our first shop
in Nottingham, but as we grew and began to get
increasingly busy there was always a line-up of
sandwiches waiting to go in the grill for 4-5 minutes.
Even after investing in a second grill there was still a
long line up of sandwiches and 5 minutes was too long
for customers to wait. We knew we had to find a
solution if we wanted to keep up with the hot food
demand."
Initially 200° Coffee tried a leading brand of high speed
oven, which though it was better than the Panini grills, it
still wasn’t proving easy to use for staff - the door for
example had to be slammed in order to be properly
shut and if not lined up correctly, the cooking trays
toppled off and were awkward when holding food. It
was at this point that Emma and the team decided to
find a better, more permanent solution:

“After a lot of research and reading reviews of different
high speed cooking ovens we chose the Merrychef
eikon e2s and I have to say, it is worlds apart from any
other cooking equipment that we’ve tried. All of our
breakfast options are preprogramed onto it and take 35
seconds. Not to sound cheesey, but since it’s been
installed in each of our sites, it has made a huge
difference in terms of service- it’s changed it
enormously! The speed is the main factor for us – now
we don’t have sandwiches lined up waiting to be
toasted and the sales have dramatically improved. From
our customer’s point of view they sometimes avoided
sandwiches previously because of the mentality of ‘it
will go in a Panini press and how long will that take?’ but
now that we can provide a hot food offering in under a
minute our food sales have really increased. Sometimes I
do a light hearted challenge for the staff where our front
of house team will tell the customer that ‘we’ll have your
food before your coffee!’”

But it wasn’t just the speed that impressed at
200° Coffee, the Merrychef eikon e2s has certainly
proved an asset to meet hot food demands,
Emma explains:

“The Merrychef is so much easier to use than the
first high speed oven we tried – it’s easy to open
and close, the trays slot in perfectly to the cavity
and it’s even easier to clean!"
Emma Woodcock, Area Manager at 200° Coffee

“Not only is the Merrychef fast, but the way it bakes the products itself is superior. For example a Panini grill won’t even
heat the product in the middle, whereas now our food is consistently cooked at a high standard and always hot in no
time at all. We also used to get a lot of squashed sandwiches and croissants so everything right from the taste to the
overall appearance of the food we’re serving has greatly improved.”
It’s simple to use too, Emma highlights, thanks to the pre-programmed menu settings allowing staff to simply place
the product into the Merrychef, press an icon on the screen and it’s done. No need for any additional checking, or
worrying whether it’s cooked correctly, staff know it will be cooked perfectly each time. In addition to this, staff now
have more time to concentrate on improving the overall service experience.

“In terms of every function the Merrychef is so much easier to use than the first high speed oven we tried – it’s easy to
open and close, the trays slot in perfectly to the cavity and it’s even easier to clean! Because there aren’t loads of gaps
in the cavity staff don’t have to spend ages at the end of the day scrubbing and cleaning - they can just spray and wipe
the inside which doesn’t take long at all.”
The Merrychef eikon e2s certainly doesn’t look out of place, sat atop the counter amongst the array of sandwiches and
cakes, which was also an important factor when choosing which model of oven to go for Emma concludes:

“We chose the Black trend model of the e2s because it fits nicely into our aesthetic. Each of our stores has a version of
the 200 Degrees’ ‘look’ and to find an oven which we can put right at the front of every store without taking up much
space, and have it reflect the whole aesthetic of our shops is great really. We also didn’t have to install any special
extraction or anything like that, which was a massive plus for such a piece of kit. We can just plug it in under the
counter and go so it’s perfect for what we need!”
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200° Coffee, Birmingham uses these units:
1 x Merrychef eikon e2s

We build and service foodservice kitchens by understanding the foodservice business from the ground up. We feed our
customers’ business with operational insights, global foodservice trends, culinary expertise, outstanding aftermarket service
and innovative ideas to keep their business healthy. Our unmatched portfolio of leading brands delivers state-of-the-art
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